COVID-19

Governor closes state camps; Marsh: Don’t get complacent

BY DAVID BEARD

Some union workers employed by a contractor at National Energy Technology Laboratory—by the Monongahela River—say they are being ill-treated by their employer and their union—as they layoff or lose pay.
COVID-19

N.Y. governor begs for help amid ‘staggering’ death toll

Associated Press

NEW YORK — New York’s governor issued an urgent appeal for medical volunteers Monday amid a “staggering” number of deaths from the coronavirus. Officials warned the crisis unfolding in New York City is just a preview of what the U.S. could soon face.

“Please come help us in New York,” Gov. Andrew Cuomo said as the state’s death toll climbed to just under 1,100. “I think it’s going to be a total of more than 1,000 deaths in the next 24 hours.”

Total confirmed cases: 56,183

New York City overall has reported more than 29,000 confirmed cases.

With hospitals running out of medical supplies like personal protective equipment, the governor said ranges of whether physicians and nurses should be allowed to remain open.

“America may have to stay at home to avoid spreading the virus in Las Angeles, for example, County Sheriff Villanueva has two gun control groups are among those that pay police off pay and often have intense lobbying by the firearms industry .

The Department of Justice has not shut down or even left the state, bringing to legal action gun store closings from gun rights advocates.

The Department of Labor and Human Services. They may be included in the total.

According to a count by Johns Hopkins University, more than 160,000 infections and 6,700 deaths have been reported in the U.S. to take this measure. The department did not give a timeframe.

Several employees mentioned that the union undertook them on social media. There was an emphasis as being large. In groups, they were offering to avert it and agreed to the lower paid replacements as the biggest thing being done. The contracts will have a transaction from USSE to USSE and USSE to union members approved a new one with the new employer by July 21.

The USSE2 expired March 25 and a new one with a different length. The Dominion Post.

The USSE2 won its contract and it passed the membership.

One employee said this was a preview of what the USSE2 contract.

The employer was also very satisfied with the new contractor is the new contractor.
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**Preston restaurants find community support**

**By Jennifer Graham**

KINGWOOD — Preston County restaurant owners said they are receiving community support from customers to help the businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Jean Guillot, owner of The Preston County Inn in Kingwood, said the inn is offering take-out meals to help the community and make ends meet during the pandemic. Guillot said he is offering daily specials and salads, according to the website.

Guillot said he has been actively working with local organizations to provide meals to the needy. He has worked with the Preston County Sheriff’s Office and the Preston County Food Bank to provide meals to those in need.

**Don't let sunscreens burn you**

**BY WILLIAM DEAN**

If social media was to be believed, suburban Englewood was home to several huge houses over the weekend.

But it was enough to set me out of sorts. I hate it. I hate overheating.

And I’m not against subdivision regulations that are reasonable, but this 124-page document that every subdivision developer must file with the county is ridiculous, he said.

Stacy said anyone who refuses to sign up for the bus deliveries will have to prepare more than 18,000 meals for the next week.

If social media was to be believed, suburban Englewood was home to several huge houses over the weekend.

One error I end up paying for is the annual sun damage—no sun damage, I already had a very mild burn; that sun damage might have been a contributing factor, my dislike of sunscreen
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The details on this page include employment opportunities, crime news, and local events. Here's a breakdown of the key points:

**Employment**
- Kroger is hiring for various positions, including those affected by COVID-19.
- The Kroger Mid-Atlantic region has more than 1,500 positions available in West Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia.

**Crime**
- A Star City woman was charged in a break-in.
- The details of the crime are not provided in the snippet, but it involves a break-in at an apartment.

**Support**
- Support for those affected by COVID-19 is being provided.
- The details of the support measures are not provided in the snippet, but it involves providing aid and assistance.

**Greenmont**
- Grandfathered in from the large gatherings.

**Prescott**
- Kroger is hiring in various states, including W.Va.

**Alcona**
- Last year, the agency processed more than 23,000 applications for gun sales.

**California**
- This is typical of the kind of work that is being done in the spreadsheet.

**Mon County**
- It is too early to start the process.

**Preston**
- Annual FPGA shows force to move online.

**Daily Report**
- Police are still recovering from COVID-19.

**ADVANCE**
- Kroger is hiring in various states, including W.Va.
Business

Buckwheat Festival

Plans move forward for annual event

BY JENNIFER GRAHAM

KINGWOOD — Plans are going forward for the 79th Annual Preston County Buckwheat Festival, but the ceremony has made planning more difficult.

“We’re still hopeful,” said in an interview with the Register Herald, president of the Buckwheat Festival.” We’ve been meeting and trying to put those contingency plans in place.

The 79th Annual Preston County Buckwheat Festival is set to kick off later this week. Earlier, the Dominion Post reported the Queen Creek competition held for April 30 was postponed.

The Buckwheat Festival Board of Directors has decided to move forward with this week’s plans, but has kept in mind the importance of public health.

Ashley Harris, Carnival Coordinator, told the Register Herald that this year’s festival is going to look different.

“I need to pay my electric bill and the mortgage,” says Karen Kramer, a resident in Southwest Florida. “I have no revenue coming in, I have saved all my thousands of dollars in refunds. I have no small businesses to rely on, and entertainment venues, so there has essentially dried up. The same for the best we have, the professional companies. Even employ-
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Two in Preston and five in Marion, with one death in Marion. According to Ashwe Harris, Carnival Coordinator, said eventually retail prices will reflect the even faster decline in wholesale prices.
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Gas is cheap, but for many motorists there’s nowhere to go
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Chesapeake

Shaffer

Mike Shaffer said he has been working with Sen. Sams, Ammons, which is going to be part of the Buckwheat Festival.

“As it now stands, yes, we are still planning,” Shaffer said. “Advertising for the (program) book has been sent out. What’s happening now that is so far away and the event is so large we can’t go forward with museum visits.

The only time a festival has been cancelled was during World War II. The first festival was held in 1938. Tens of thousands of people typically crewed the festival grounds and filled, during the event.
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Perfect metaphor for life during a global pandemic

Saturday was the perfect metaphor for life during a pandemic. The sun, warm and bright, hung in a cerulean sky. A gentle breeze that kept the McElroy airfare bearable carried the fragrance of the dogwoods and mountain laurel blossom. Daffodils and hydrangeas bloomed in front yards. Families, couples, individuals strolled along the streets and sidewalks. It was all so familiar. It just wasn’t as it usually was. It was almost like any other gorgeous spring day in any other year.

There was no part of it that didn’t shout, “Why, I am another walker, people crossed to the other side of the street, men and women, family and friends, stood and nodded acknowledgment, but there was a wariness in their eyes as they discreetly moved each other up a little. A little twist in the back of their minds whispered, “Could they be carrying coronavirus?”

The neighborhood park was empty, the swings swaying formless, the tiresmoothed, the качелемерные качели. A day far less perfect than this, that park was full of families. Your cousins standing around your jingle-gym, one ear on the conversation and both eyes on the little hands buttoned on suits and boots. The absence of joy and the vacant slides were a little eerie.

It is a time of year when children are illuminated the new grass to smother small, dark clouds loomed at the edge of the horizon. That deep blush people, almost like a bruise, that built and rolled in the distance. One may have expected the rush of time to be lessened; perhaps loneliness and the more a sentiment fell in the chest.

We were merely veritably by missing each other as our neighbors to the north were hit hard by severe thunderstorms.

I mean, don’t just like our lives right now? A beautiful bubble of springtime perfection with the vague threat of danger menacing us from a distance? Of springtime perfection with the vague threat of danger menacing us from a distance? Of winter’s end that just like our lives right now? A beautiful bubble of springtime perfection with the vague threat of danger menacing us from a distance?

The virus hangs like a storm in the sky, but we only get a little cloudiness. And as we watch the clouds roiled off in the distance. One may have even perceived the green, dark clouds loomed at the edge of the horizon: the vacant slides were a little eerie.

We were merely veritably by missing each other as our neighbors to the north were hit hard by severe thunderstorms.

I mean, don’t just like our lives right now? A beautiful bubble of springtime perfection with the vague threat of danger menacing us from a distance? Of winter’s end that just like our lives right now? A beautiful bubble of springtime perfection with the vague threat of danger menacing us from a distance?

The virus hangs like a storm in the sky, but we only get a little cloudiness. And as we watch the clouds roiled off in the distance. One may have even perceived the green, dark clouds loomed at the edge of the horizon: the vacant slides were a little eerie.

More than some of us have managed to maintain at least some normalcy; the virus has only brought forward the direct effects of COVID-19. The virus hangs like a storm in the sky, but we only get a little cloudiness. And as we watch the clouds roiled off in the distance. One may have even perceived the green, dark clouds loomed at the edge of the horizon: the vacant slides were a little eerie.
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OBITUARIES

Kenneth Randolph Jr.
Kenneth Randolph Jr. of Morgantown, was taken from us unexpectedly on Sunday, March 29, 2020, at 83 years of age. Born to the late Kenneth V. and Eunice F. (Nefflen) Randolph on March 12, 1937, in Keyser, he was the first of four children born to his parents. Kenneth graduated from University High School in Morgantown. He was an Army veteran and honorably discharged in 1961.

Robert Miller”, Mark was an avid sports fan. He was a member of the College of Business at West Virginia University. He was a member of the Delta Tau Delta fraternity and served on the Board of Directors of the WVU Alumni Association. Mark was also an advocate for cancer research and was the co-founder of the West Virginia University Cancer Research Center.

In addition to his parents, he is survived by his wife, Misti, two sons, Noah and Mark, and two daughters, Samantha and Ian. His family requests a private home visitation and funeral service. In lieu of flowers, contributions can be made to the WVU Cancer Research Center.

Mark Good
James Good, of Morgantown, passed away March 27, 2020 at Washington, PA.

Condolences:

Hastings Funeral Home

NATIONAL OBITUARY

State Rep. Robinson dead at 44; his mom suspects COVID-19

“It is with extreme sadness and heartbreak that we have learned today of the passing of our son, our firstborn, Ralph Good Robinson Jr., a Rep. Robinson’s mother, said she has prepared to face the worst-case scenario that he may have the new coronavirus and that he has been in contact with someone who has tested positive. Robinson was elected in 2018 to represent the 4th Legislative District, which includes the City of Charleston, Berkeley County, and portions of Putnam County.

He was born March 27, 1977, in Morgantown, W.Va., the son of Ralph Good Robinson Sr. and Margaret Kennedy Robinson.

For more than 25 years, Robinson served the people of Mineral County, West Virginia, a service that he held with great pride. He was an advocate for his community, a devoted husband and father, and a dedicated public servant.

In addition to his parents, he is survived by his wife, Misti, two sons, Noah and Mark, and two daughters, Samantha and Ian. His family requests a private home visitation and funeral service. In lieu of flowers, contributions can be made to the WVU Cancer Research Center.
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“It is with extreme sadness and heartbreak that we have learned today of the passing of our son, our firstborn, Ralph Good Robinson Jr., a Rep. Robinson’s mother, said she has prepared to face the worst-case scenario that he may have the new coronavirus and that he has been in contact with someone who has tested positive. Robinson was elected in 2018 to represent the 4th Legislative District, which includes the City of Charleston, Berkeley County, and portions of Putnam County.

He was born March 27, 1977, in Morgantown, W.Va., the son of Ralph Good Robinson Sr. and Margaret Kennedy Robinson.

For more than 25 years, Robinson served the people of Mineral County, West Virginia, a service that he held with great pride. He was an advocate for his community, a devoted husband and father, and a dedicated public servant.

In addition to his parents, he is survived by his wife, Misti, two sons, Noah and Mark, and two daughters, Samantha and Ian. His family requests a private home visitation and funeral service. In lieu of flowers, contributions can be made to the WVU Cancer Research Center.

Mark Good
James Good, of Morgantown, passed away March 27, 2020 at Washington, PA.
Today is Tuesday, March 31, 2020. There are 275 days left in the year.

Highlights:

On March 31, 1968, at the conclusion of a nationally broadcast address on Vietnam, President Lyndon B. Johnson stunned listeners by declaring, "I shall not seek, and I will not accept, the nomination of my party for another term as your President."

On this date:

In 1880, Wabash, Ind., became the first town in the world to be illuminated by electrical lighting.

In 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the Emergency Conservation Work Act, which created the Civilian Conservation Corps.

In 2009, Benjamin Netanyahu took office as Israel's new prime minister after the Knesset approved his government.

Today's Birthdays:

Actor William Daniels is 93.
Actor Richard Chamberlain is 86.
Actor Christopher Walken is 77.
Former Vice President Al Gore is 73.
Author David Eisenhower is 72.
Actress Rhea Perlman is 72.
Rock musician Angus Young (AC/DC) is 65.
Actor William McNamara is 55.
Actor Ewan McGregor is 49.
Actress Erica Tazel is 45.
Rapper Tony Yayo is 42.
Actress Kate Micucci is 40.
Actor Brian Tyree Henry (TV: "Atlanta"
Stage: "Book of Mormon") is 38.
Actress Melissa Ordway is 37.
Pop musician Jack Antonoff (fun.) is 36.

DEAR ABBY: I am 52 years old and have experienced chronic fatigue from Lyme and Epstein-Barr most of my adult life. Four years ago, I discovered a wonderful medical practitioner and, by adhering to her protocol, regained such improved health that I began volunteering with a local organization. Due to a recent setback, however, fatigue has prevented me from volunteering, and my absence has been noticed. Although I am usually a private person, I decided to divulge my health issues to the leader so he wouldn't think I was unhappy with my duties. He then began asking if I had tried various health products and remedies to the point where I felt I was on trial and defending myself. Over the years, I have sought treatment from various sources, from local health stores to nationally recognized hospitals, and I don't appreciate advice from healthy armchair experts. I also don't like being questioned or doubted. Did I set myself up by disclosing my health issues, or should I have remained polite but vague?

—SURVIVOR IN THE EAST

DEAR SURVIVOR: In a sense, yes, you did set yourself up by disclosing the reason for your absence. The medical conditions from which you suffer were poorly understood years ago, and many people—medical personnel included—were under the impression that their patients' problems were all in their heads. Please try to be less defensive where this person is concerned. From my perspective, he was only trying to be helpful.

JEANNE PHILLIPS writes "Dear Abby" under the pseudonym Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
WVU FOOTBALL

Recruiting taking a hit with no spring activities

NCAA suspended prospective visits through April 14

BY SEAN MANNING
sean.manning@dominionpost.com

The spring practice season has already been derailed for the West Virginia football team, punctuated by the cancellation Sunday night of the April 10 spring game. The COVID-19 virus has prevented all college coaches to read

SPORTS EDITOR: SEAN MANNING 304-291-9430 EMAIL: Sports@DominionPost.com TWITTER: DomPostSports

SPRING GAME CANCELED, PAGE 8-2

not how to handle not only missed time on the field, but on the recruiting trail. There are unprecedented times, so trying to keep pace with the rapid pace of the ever-changing recruiting landscape is perhaps the biggest hurdle WVU coach Neal Brown and his coaching staff is trying to overcome. The NCAA suspended in-campus and off-campus recruiting visits in mid-March, while also canceling in-person trips to campuses through April 14. That essentially meant to cut off the in-season - - or any FBS program - - half of hosting players during spring practices so they could get a real feel of the program as is run.

There is an evaluation period from April 15-May 11, but without the ability to host anymore, there won’t be much to evaluate. Following the evaluation period, traditionally, is when summer camps take up a vast majority of the calendar in June and July.

TBT despite COVID-19

BY JUSTIN JACKSON
justin.jackson@dominionpost.com

John Flowers has good reason to be anxious these days. The former West Virginia forward is expecting the birth of a little girl next month. “I’m a little nervous, but mostly excited,” he said.

This secondary note, Flowers is still in the process of putting together the roster for Best Virginia, the WVU alumni team that plans to compete in the 2020 The Basketball Tournament (TBT).

As of Monday the coronavirus pandemic has not canceled plans for the TBT. The basketball tournament, which cut the association by $375 million this year, has already been derailed for the West Virginia Regional is still slated to host the West Virginia regional in July.

What is needed is for the NCAA Division I Council to give spring athletes extra year of eligibility.

The council is made up of college sports administrators representing all 11 D-I conferences, plus two members of the student-athlete advisory committee. Voting is weighted to give the Power Five conferences more of the player on the nerve, which is Penn State’s athletic director. It was to resound the final vote.

As the wheels and we really did consider all of the factors within the madness that they were strongly supported.”

How much scholarship money will be made available to each player, that is the question currently. The NCAA will permit Division I spring-sport athletes who had their seasons shortened by the coronavirus pandemic to have an extra year of eligibility.

The added scholarships could cost a school hundreds of thousands of dollars more than it would usually spend on spring-sport athletes. The extra expenses come at a time when athletic departments could be looking facing cuts. The pandemic forced the cancellation of the NCAA men’s basketball tournament, which cut the association’s distribution to members by $175 million this year.

We had long discussions around the fact that this does not seem socially-difficult circumstances, but what we felt was important was to localize that decision-making and to ensure that we were as permissive as possible,” Calhoun said. “At the same time, we felt as if we needed to do what we could to provide relief on this."

SCHOOLS will be able to use the NCAA Student Assistance Fund to pay for scholarships for spring athletes who take advantage of the additional eligibility.
“Because of the current situation and the uncertainty of meeting and hotel limitations, the event has been canceled,” Doug Hall, secretary treasurer of the sponsoring WYSSA, announced. “Plans will be made to resume the event in May 2021 at the same site.”

The event honors recipients of state and area awards for coaches and athletes as well as the two annual inductions into the West Virginia Sports Hall of Fame. The 2020 inductees are retired Shepherd University football coach Monte Cater and former Shepherd Democrat and West Virginia American editor Mike Battler. They will be formally honored into the Hall next year along with the two Hall inductees to be announced next year.

The Victory Awards Dinner was first held on April 7, 1984 at the Charleston Country Club in Charleston, and has been held every year since then with scholarship and inductions. The event will be the last major event that Mountaineer Athletic Club will host this year. The spring sports campuses have been on campus a lot longer than fall sports due to the recent opening of the region. A lot of the people who have already been to our campus, especially in our primary area with our own players, have been more fortunate than us," Lyons said. "The real challenge is for those recruiting in the offseason, the highest hasn't been on our campus. There are a lot of things that were great about West Virginia that are out there for a lot of coaches to them, so we've tried to come up with different marketing videos and things like that. But, certainly the spring sports, the southeast, it isn't going to be as high this year. We're having many to come during the spring, it's a great opportunity to watch practice. We're on campus a lot already but we're still trying to stay in constant communication with schools and see if their FaceTimes are happening or phone calls, or even texts."

West Virginia is not expected back, including Staten, Kevin Jones, and others who have commitments set up, full-time jobs. Many people may rethink the recruiting evaluation period is based on June 22.
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Giants LB Martinez brings experience in remote learning

The Associated Press

FLM
Free agent safety Eric Reid wants the NFL's new collective bargaining agreement invalidated because he said language added after players voted to approve the deal in March was not properly explained to them.

Associated Press

Giants LB Martinez brings experience in remote learning

The Associated Press

Former Carolina safety Eric Reid is calling for an investigation and a re-vote over the NFL's new collective bargaining agreement.

The letter from attorneys Ben Meiselas and Ray Genco highlights a difference in wording in the section about the league's disability plan that affects players who are economically impacted by disabilities.

Meiselas questioned why the changes were minor and concerning even if the changes were minor, he said. "You stick in language that players didn't know they were voting for?"

"We're absolutely critical of the CBA from the outset because it takes from disabled players," he said. "And so in advising them, we were looking at it and pointing out where they had issues and where they were going to be hard-pressed to defend, so they stick in language that players didn't know they were voting for?"

Meiselas questioned why the language was added and why the NFL and player unions weren't transparent about the change.

"And so Eric's letter demands the invalidation and an investigation and a re-vote because how do you stick in language that players didn't know they were voting for?" Meiselas said. "It's perplexing and concerning even if the changes were minor that there was no transparency and no explanation."

But here, the changes are major and drastically impactful disabilities to players. "So to a re-vote seems at first, the only logical answer," Meiselas said.

"When there's a potential manipulation of the language in an agreement, what's the alternative?" Meiselas said. "We're waiting on an explanation at this point."
Cate Johnson enjoys the morning sun with her son Liko Johnson, while Ronaldo, her Yorkie, watches the tennis ball on Grand Street in South Park Monday.

**Announcements**

**Help Wanted**

Wade’s Auction Service

Auctioneering at its best. WV # 1265 304-276-0364

Mon ... . A.L. Auctions

misc. for sale

misc. wanted to buy

office space

Apartments, furnished

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**Van Gogh painting stolen from closed Dutch museum**

The Hague, Nether lands — A Dutch master van Gogh was stolen in an overnight smash-and- grab raid on a museum believed to be the cradle of modern art, police and Monday.

The Singer Laren museum east of Amsterdam shut its adaptation of American portraiture in Amsterdam, who was not immediately available. Van Gogh’s work is known to be the Singer museum said Monday.

The collection of American portraiture in Amsterdam, who was not immediately available. Van Gogh’s work is known to be the Singer museum said Monday.

A police and the northern Dutch city of Nuenen, said Monday.

A 10-by-22-inch oil on canvas — the artist had moved back to southern France, where he developed a far more expansive stroke, the northern Dutch city of Nuenen, said Monday.

A police and the northern Dutch city of Nuenen, said Monday.

A 10-by-22-inch oil on canvas — the artist had moved back to southern France, where he developed a far more expansive stroke.

A painting by Van Gogh painting stolen from closed Dutch museum

**COVID-19 blamed for release the delay**

NEW YORK — Sony Pictures on Monday cleared out its summer calendar due to the coronavirus, postponing the release of its adaptation of “Ghostbusters” and the Marvel movie “Morbius” to 2021.

Hollywood’s summer season — the film industry’s most lucrative time of the year — is increasingly shutting down because of the virus. Film studios and nations have closed and many film productions have halted with no clear timelines for resuming.

“Ghostbusters Afterlife,” an 18 years after “Ghostbusters II,” had been scheduled for July 10, but it will now open March 5 next year. The sequel starring Bill Murray and Dan Aykroyd as the Ghostbusters was dated for July 10, but will now released March 19 next year.

“Morbius,” a biopic about the living vampire, is new to be determined instead of opening June 11.

Last week, Warner Bros. postponed “Wonder Woman 1984” to August instead of June, and rushed its adaptations of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s “In the Heights,” The Walt Disney Co. took Marvel’s “Black Widow” (originally May 1) off the schedule. Those postponements are “Ghostbusters,” “Top Gun: Maverick” and Paramount’s “F9,” the James Bond film “No Time to Die” and the horror sequel “A Quiet Place Part II.”

Police are investigating the theft. Van Gogh’s work is known to be the Singer museum west of Amsterdam. The Singer Laren museum said Monday.

This beautiful and moving painting by one of our greatest artists stolen from the community” he added. “It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum. It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum. It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum. It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum.

But it is terrible for us all because art exists to be seen and shared by us, the community to enjoy to those marvellous pictures and to those marvellous houses, especially those that are these marvellous houses. To those marvellous houses, especially those that are these marvellous houses.

The 55-by-32 inch oil on paper painting shows a group of Gothic-style architecture surrounded by trees with a church tower in the background. It dates to a time when the artist had moved back to his family in a rural area of the Netherlands and he loved the life he saw there, including his famous work “The Potato Eaters.”

Later, he moved to Paris where he lived. He developed a more colorful, vibrant style of painting as his health declined before his death in 1890.

The value of the work, which is on loan from the Singer Laren museum in Amsterdam, was not immediately available. Van Gogh’s work is known to be the Singer museum west of Amsterdam. The Singer Laren museum said Monday.

Police are investigating the theft. Van Gogh’s work is known to be the Singer museum west of Amsterdam. The Singer Laren museum said Monday.

“This beautiful and moving painting by one of our greatest artists stolen from the community” he added. “It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum. It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum. It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum. It is a terrible blow for the Singer, Laren museum.

And if we look for art, we look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art. We look for art.

“Obviously we can learn from this.”

**Ghostbusters, Morbius postponed to 21**

**DEADLINES FOR DISPLAY ADS**

12:30 P.M. - Wednesday for Sunday Real Estate publication

3:30 P.M. - Thursday for Friday & Sunday publication

6:00 A.M. - Friday for Monday publication

9:00 A.M. - Friday for Friday publication

6:00 A.M. - Friday for Friday publication

**ADJUSTMENTS**

- Producing your ads on Friday takes the stress out of delivering on Sunday.

**Deadline for Classifieds**
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3:30 P.M. - Thursday for Friday & Sunday publication

6:00 A.M. - Friday for Monday publication

9:00 A.M. - Friday for Friday publication
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MountainStar
artMentS
total Differ
ent,
Must See!
2 BR, 2 Bath, W/D, HVAC, stainless steel appl.,... by the council of the said municipality on the 17th day of March, 2020.
Rebecca J. Copeland, Recorder

93.93 acreS oF LanD
sale off Camp Run Rd in
Morgantown Industrial Park,
304-363-4020

98,000 miles. Very low miles,
pull behind trailer. Both
12x36, cabin style, all
wood interior on rented
garage kept. $13,000.

Spring Discounts
304-613-1009

1265 SQUARE FOOT
COTTAGE HOME
230 WILLARD DR.,
$299,000

Service Upgrades
304-282-1257
304-594-3822

Free Estimates!

304-212-1945

Brushhog, Tree Service, stump grinding,
removal, firewood, fire mitigation services Call or text Allen 304-657-0101

Free Est. 20 years of Exp!!!

Over 50 years Exp.
Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Lawn Care
304-292-0923

Free Estimates!

304-266-1021

Call or text Allen 304-657-0101

Full Service

Brush, Blasting, Smashcrash,
Hydro Jetting, Drain line
cleaning, Piere work, Sump
pump repair & replacement

Free Estimates

304-212-1945

Morgantown Industrial Park

LHIWENAILIT.COM

Free Estimates
Over 50 years Exp.

Install, Repair, Replacement
Hardie Siding

Windows

Insulated, Energy Saving

Fully Insured

Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Free Estimates!

304-212-1945

Over 50 years Exp.

Lawn Care
304-292-0923

Free Estimates!

304-266-1021

Call or text Allen 304-657-0101

Free Estimates

304-212-1945

Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Free Estimates!

304-212-1945

Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Free Estimates!

304-212-1945

Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Free Estimates!
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Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Free Estimates!
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Cedar Log Homes
304-669-3016.

Free Estimates!
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Cedar Log Homes
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Free Estimates!
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Cedar Log Homes
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Free Estimates!
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Cedar Log Homes
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Free Estimates!
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Cedar Log Homes
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Free Estimates!
**Legal Advertisements**

**LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS**

**Monongalia County Commission Levy Estimate (Budget) 2020 Fiscal Year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>State of West Virginia</th>
<th>County of Monongalia, West Virginia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Government</strong></td>
<td>1,400,000</td>
<td>Public Utility</td>
<td>84,048,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Safety</strong></td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>Sheriffs - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Services</strong></td>
<td>340,000</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Services</strong></td>
<td>687,330</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recreation</strong></td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Total Estimated Expenditures</td>
<td>1,400,000</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXCESS LEVY REPORTED ON GENERAL FUND REVENUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Sheriff - Treasurer</th>
<th>Sheriff - Treasurer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Safety</strong></td>
<td>554,314</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Services</strong></td>
<td>554,314</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Services</strong></td>
<td>554,314</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recreation</strong></td>
<td>554,314</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Excess Levy</strong></td>
<td>2,761,228</td>
<td>Sheriff - Treasurer</td>
<td>1,162,786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Certification**

MONONGALIA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

COUNTY, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING ARE TRUE

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Dated this the 31ST day of March, 2020.

MONONGALIA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

MONONGALIA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

[Signature]

Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
Northwest Natural Energy LLC

For information related to horizontal drilling visit: www.dep.wv.gov/oil-and-gas/pages/default.aspx

---

**Legal Notice**

Notice is hereby given that Northeast Natural Energy LLC has applied to the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection for a Horizontal Natural Gas Well Work Permit Application Notice By Publication. Notice is given that Northeast Natural Energy LLC has applied to the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection for Horizontal Natural Gas Well Work Permit Application Notice By Publication. Notice is hereby given that Northeast Natural Energy LLC has applied to the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection for Horizontal Natural Gas Well Work Permit Application Notice By Publication. Notice is hereby given that Northeast Natural Energy LLC has applied to the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection for Horizontal Natural Gas Well Work Permit Application Notice By Publication. Notice is hereby given that Northeast Natural Energy LLC has applied to the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection for Horizontal Natural Gas Well Work Permit Application Notice By Publication.

MONONGALIA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

COUNTY, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING ARE TRUE

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Dated this the 31ST day of March, 2020.

MONONGALIA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

MONONGALIA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

[Signature]

Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
Northwest Natural Energy LLC

---

**Applicant:**

[Applicant Information]

**Certificate of Valuation & Assessed Value for Tax Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax Year</th>
<th>Assessed Value</th>
<th>Assessed Value for Tax Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$2,780,623,456</td>
<td>$1,130,720,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$2,845,623,456</td>
<td>$1,183,243,098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Energy for the Future

Energy around all of its energy from hot water below the Earth's surface.

Fossil fuels

Most of the energy we use comes from fossil fuels. Fossil fuels were made from fossils, or the remains of plants and animals that lived hundreds of millions of years ago. These fuels include coal, oil, and natural gas. When ancient animals and plants died, they became buried underground and cracked by heat and pressure for millions of years. That turned them into liquid or gas — fossil fuels. Fossil fuel supply

But these fossil fuels are running out. Once they are gone, a new supply can't be made. There are other problems with fossil fuels. When they are burned, they give off gases that contribute to climate change.

Try 'n' Find

Words that remind us of alternative energy are hidden in this puzzle. Some words are hidden backward or diagonally, and some letters are used twice. See if you can find:

**Fossil fuels**

Energy also exists in the surface. This difference in temperature can work turbines to make electricity.

Cook's Corner

Black Bean Salad

You'll need:

1 (15-ounce) can black beans, drained and rinsed
1 cup cherry tomatoes, halved
1/4 cup red bell pepper, chopped
2 tablespoons purple onion, minced
2 tablespoons cilantro, chopped
3 tablespoons lemon juice

What to do:

1. Combine beans, tomatoes, bell pepper, onion and cilantro in a medium bowl.
2. Mix remaining ingredients in a small jar; cover and shake vigorously.
3. Pour dressing over bean mixture and stir gently until evenly mixed.
4. Chill for one hour to blend flavors.

Cook's Corner

**Cocktails**

This fossil of a fish was found in Wyoming. photo by Didier Descouens

Energy for the Future

Mini Fact:
Iceland gets almost all of its energy from hot water beneath the Earth's surface.

Try 'n' Find

Words that remind us of alternative energy are hidden in this puzzle. Some words are hidden backward or diagonally, and some letters are used twice. See if you can find:

**Alternative, Biofuels, Coal, Core, Energy, Ethanol, Farm, Fossil, Gas, Geothermal, Hydro, Molen, Ocean, Oil, Renewable, Solar, Turbine, Waves, Wind.**
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Everyone should keep social distance

DEAR HARRIETTE: I just want to make a point and have it brought up. May I invite you to give me a fist bump? I was so surprised, I wasn’t sure what to do. She works at a health institution, and we need to practice “social distancing,” including not touching one another.

What should we do in social or business situations when people who have been in the company of other people, smile at us in the future? That medical institution, and we have been told that we need to practice this. My question is: How can we be sure to be a good touch one another?

DEAR HARRIETTE: I have a friend who is having a baby. I am old-school, so I don’t love the fact that she is having a baby with her partner. She has had this relationship for a long time, so it is simply not our money or services to others. Help yourself before giving your time, money or services to others.
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Everyone should keep social distance
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